
SAILONLINE 
 RANKINGS BY NATION 2020 

INDIVIDUAL AND TEAMS 
Some years ago those who were already members of our great Community were enjoying the “ WIZ 
rankings” , amongst which the rankings by Nation were very popular indeed. 

With the beginning of 2018 we have re-introduced a similar format. 

Here the mechanicals, that continue to be valid in 2020 : 

GENERAL 

 All SOLers , irrespective of SYC membership, will contribute to the “INDIVIDUAL RANKINGS BY 
NATION” 

 Only SOLers in SYC status at the end of a race will contribute to the “ TEAM RANKINGS BY NATION” 
 Each race starting in 2020 accrues points to both rankings 
 At the end of each month a provisional situation for both rankings will be posted here. 

INDIVIDUAL 

 Whilst in the Olympics the “medal list” includes only Gold, Silver and Bronze , at SOL the Medal List 
extends to positions from 4th to 10th 

 The rankings will be ordered by higher ranking position ( E.G nation with 1 Gold and 3 Silvers will 
precede nation with 0 Golds and 5 Silvers and so on ) 

TEAM 

 The best THREE SYC member SOLers of same nation finishing in top 150 at the end of the race 
contribute their points to their nation for given race. 

 All three boats must have finished the race ( DTG = 0 ) 
 EG : Nation USA – boats A=10th, B=21st C=30th  =  USA qualifies for provisional Nation Team 

ranking with 61 points. 
 When all the provisional Team scores for given race are set then they will be ranked from lower to 

higher , and from First to tenth only. This will be the Nation Team Rankings for that race ( From 
Gold to 10th ) 

 For clarity : THREE SYC member boats of same nation in top 150 needed for provisional qualifying, 
then the score needs to be in top 10 Team scores. It is possible that less than 10 positions for Team 
rankings by Nations are recorded for any given race ( lack of at least ten qualifying Teams within all 
SYC members finishing boats ). In that case the Team by Nation ranking for that race will end short 
of 10. 

Comments welcomed. Write to coord@sailonline.org 


